
1 - AS A TOTAL FAILURE OF MASCULINITY, I
hereby grant Mistress Suzannah and her publishing
company XD Publications full rights to use degrading
images of me - a fully-grown adult male - dressed in sexy
women’s lingerie, silky stockings, sissy pink dresses and
French maid uniforms. I also promise that no matter how
effeminate my outfit or how ridiculous I appear in the
images, I will never withdraw the rights to their use. The
same applies to any images in which I use sex toys to
pleasure my cock-hungry anus, expose my caged clit or
am shown being ravaged by more masculine men.

2 - AS A HOPELESS SISSY SLUT, I understand
that these images may be used in Mistress Suzannah’s
print magazines and websites, as well as on her social
media platforms, where they may be seen by real men
who will masturbate ferociously and spunk creamy loads
while fantasising about ripping down my panties and
penetrating my sissy arsehole! I also understand that
these real men, with their huge hard manhoods that dwarf
my pathetic sissy clit, might also attempt to contact me
and arrange to use my feminised body.

3 - AS A SHAMELESS EXHIBITIONIST, I hereby
confess that I am in desperate need of exposure as a
cross-dressing sissy and that I can feel my pink panties
bulging from the thrill of signing over full rights to these
images. I also understand that as these images are
spread across the world and are seen by my family,
friends, neighbours and work colleagues, my chances of
ever being taken seriously as a man again will quickly
wither into dust. This is the end of my manhood and the
beginning of my total descent into sissyhood. Soon
everyone will know the truth about me - that I’m a dirty
sissy slut!

4 - AS A SEXUALLY INADEQUATE MALE, I
acknowledge that release of these images into the public
domain leads me down a path with an uncertain future. I
fully accept that I may end up a caged cuckold in a
sexless marriage, the black-owned sissy of a horse-hung
Master or the full-time maid to a strict dominatrix who
forces me to tidy her chambers and ‘entertain’ her
gentlemen friends. And regardless of what becomes of
me - and even if it leads to a full and irreversible sex
change -  by signing this public exposure document, I
hereby accept my sissy fate...

Attach
humiliating

images
here,

including
some form
of photo ID.

PERSONAL DETAILS
SISSY NAME:  ___________________________

REAL NAME:  ___________________________

REAL ADDRESS: ___________________________

     ___________________________

     ___________________________

EMAIL:    ___________________________

DATE OF BIRTH: ___________________________

SIGNATURE:  ___________________________


